Abstract-In texture-plus-depth representation of a 3D scene, depth maps from different camera viewpoints are typically lossily compressed via the classical transform coding / coefficient quantization paradigm. In this paper we propose to reduce distortion of the decoded depth maps due to quantization. The key observation is that depth maps from different viewpoints constitute multiple descriptions (MD) of the same 3D scene. Considering the MD jointly, we perform a POCS-like iterative procedure to project a reconstructed signal from one depth map to the other and back, so that the converged depth maps have higher precision than the original quantized versions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Texture-plus-depth is now a popular format for dynamic 3D scene representation, where texture and depth maps from multiple viewpoints are captured and compressed. Multiview depth maps are often corrupted by acquisition noise; in [1] , we denoised and compressed depth maps simultaneously in a ratedistortion optimal manner. Depth maps are also constrained by sensor's limited acquisition bit-depth; in [2] , we enhanced the precision of depth samples by considering multiple depth maps jointly. In contrast, in this paper we focus on reducing the distortion of depth maps caused by lossy transform coding.
The key observation in our work is that depth maps from different viewpoints can be interpreted as multiple descriptions (MD) of the same 3D scene. Thanks to this representation redundancy, one can enhance the quality of the reconstructed depth maps by considering multiple descriptions jointly. In particular, we propose an iterative procedure inspired by projections onto convex sets (POCS) [3] , where a reconstructed 2D signal from the left compressed depth map is first backprojected to the 3D space, then projected to the right depth map. Then the projected signal is appropriately clipped to satisfy the quantization bin constraints of the right depth map. This transformation from left to right depth map constitutes one projection, and the second projection from right to left depth map is performed similarly, and the two projections are repeated until convergence. We show experimentally that the converged signal has higher precision than the original quantized version of individual depth map.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
For simplicity, we consider a scenario where a static 3D scene is captured by depth maps of only two views (left and right). Each depth map is compressed using JPEG; 8 × 8 DCT transform coefficients are quantized and transmitted. At the decoder, given quantized transform coefficients, our goal is to reconstruct depth maps with enhanced precision.
Let x be a vectorized representation of an original 8 × 8 pixel block in the left depth map. The corresponding transform coefficient vector is y = Tx, where T is the linear DCT transform operator. Scalar quantization of each coefficient k, y k , means mapping of y k to quantization bin B k of centroid q(y k ) and width ∆, where
Only quantization bin indices are encoded, so at decoder, only quantization bins B k 's are known. We can hence write the quantization bin constraints for the reconstructed coefficients y l for a 8 × 8 pixel block in the left depth map as:
Geometrically, S l is a hyper-cube representing the range of transform coefficients for a quantized block in the left depth map. A sequence of S l (b)'s for different blocks b in the left map thus defines the feasible search space of the original left depth signal. Similarly, a sequence S r (b)'s for blocks in the right map can also be deduced. Collectively, S l (b)'s and S r (b)'s are interpreted as two redundant descriptions of the same 3D scene. We next describe a POCS-like iterative procedure to enhance the precision of reconstructed depth maps by considering both descriptions jointly.
III. POCS-INSPIRED ITERATION
We perform the projection from left view to right view starting with an initial reconstructed left depth signal. The projection (composed of the following two steps) is alternated between the two views until convergence.
A. View-to-view Projection
In this step, we first back-project pixels of a reconstructed left depth map to the 3D space. In particular, for a camera with intrinsic matrix K 3×3 and extrinsic matrix E 3×4 , a pixel with depth d at image coordinate (r, c) corresponds to a 3D voxel at world coordinate (x, y, d) that satisfies:
⊺ for some scalar α. The obtained 3D voxel is then re-projected to the right view based on the right camera parameters. Note that in general, the projected points to the right view do not land on 2D grid points of the right depth map. Thus, to interpolate an updated right depth at (r, c), we perform a simple edge-adaptive linear interpolation using two pixels p 1 and p 2 projected from the left view (assuming two views are rectified). p 1 and p 2 are respectively the projected pixels whose depth values are: 1) close to initial right depth value at (r, c); 2) minimal among projected depth values in range (r, (c−1, c)) and (r, (c, c+1)) respectively. After interpolation, we further apply a bilateral filter [4] to remove noisy pixels.
B. Coefficient Clipping
This step is a standard projection on convex sets: we transform each depth pixel block in the right view to DCT domain, and clip a transform coefficient to its nearest boundary value if it is out of range. It is to ensure that the quantization constraints in (2) are satisfied.
After convergence, the original transform coefficient vectors {y(b)} becomes modified ones {y * (b)}. The output depth maps are then obtained using inverse transform.
IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The test sequences are obtained from the New Tsukuba Stereo Dataset 1 . Standard decoded depth maps are denoted as I std , while the outputs of proposed method are I our . Corresponding quality metrics are calculated by:
where function g(I 1 , I 2 ) = (PSNR(I 1 , I l ) + PSNR(I 2 , I r ))/2 calculates the average PSNR with regard to uncompressed 8-bit depth maps I l and I r . Note that bilateral filter is used in our proposed method. As a comparison, we also apply bilateral filter directly on I std , resulting in smoothed depth map I smo , whose average PSNR, Q smo , is calculated similarly. Fig. 1 shows the PSNR gain of proposed method over comparing ones: Q our − Q smo and Q our − Q std . Error maps are also shown in Fig. 2 . Overall, proposed method achieves encouraging performance: Q our > Q smo > Q std . Note that convergence of our POCS-like method is empirical, and that the convergence point is typically not the global optimal one, see Fig. 1 . Proof of convergence and study of the optimal number of iterations are left for future work.
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we introduce a POCS-like method to enhance the bit-precision for decoded multi-view depth maps. The experimental results show that proposed method significantly outperforms comparing methods.
